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AIDA HD-NDI3-120

Cena brutto 4 102 zł

Cena netto 3 335 zł

Dostępność Zapytaj o dostępność

Kod producenta HD-NDI3-120

Producent AIDA Imaging

Opis produktu

AIDA HD-NDI3-120

FHD 120fps NDI®|HX3/IP/SRT PoE POV Camera

The best livestreaming POV high-frame capture camera to date!
The HD-NDI3-120 transcends the boundaries of what was possible into a new realm of infinite possibilities. This camera stands
as one of the pioneers that boasts capturing up to 120fps at a stunning 1080p resolution through both NDI HX and HDMI. With
this impressive frame rate, you have the freedom to slow down live footage, capturing each moment frame by frame,
resulting in awe-inspiring slow-motion sequences that will elevate your live-stream. Furthermore, this camera introduces a
new style as our first NDI HX3 POV camera in the market, delivering our trusted AIDA form factor and an unparalleled user
experience that truly sets the HD-NDI3-120 apart.
So unleash the limitless potential of livestreaming with the HD-NDI3-120, either through the power of high-frame capture, or
HX3.
The choice is yours!

Features:

Full-HD 1/3” Progressive Scan CMOS sensor capable of capturing 1080p 120fps over NDI®|HX and HDMI
Lens 5MP 4mm CS Mount HD Lens FOV: 86°
HX 3 Capable camera outputting up to 1080p 60fps at 60mb, 4 times the amount of HX!
Accessible Web UI to stream directly to social media platforms and control image parameters over IP.
Versatile design with top & bottom tripod mounts for uniques shot creation.
Camera is PoE+ Capable. Just plug in one wire for power, control and video!
Small form-factor and rugged designed makes all video streaming applications possible
Small tally light on front of camera to ensure talent of when camera is live or about to be.
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